Clustering of mixed dataset is one of the key issues in complex system architecture decomposition and many other pattern recognition applications. Recent development of machine learning techniques, especially deep neural network models significantly boost clustering performance, whereas theoretical analysis explaining why it works and how to further improve the performance is limited in literature. From the information theoretical point of view, information distance based on Kolmogorov complexity captures non-feature similarities and works as an absolute information measure. Thus, it is valuable to model the clustering process of mixed discrete and continuous datasets with this generalized similarity measure, and investigate the practical implementation of the information distance, compression distance, to make it work within the machine learning-enabled clustering schemes. In this paper, a generative adversarial network (GAN)-based deep clustering scheme is modified to compare the similarities of the original data in order to reduce the deviation of projected features from real data characteristics. The compression distance is extended to be computable for continuous data with the assistance of the Wyner-Ziv setup, where theoretical limit is given via asymptotically optimal nested lattices. Flatness-based analysis is carried out with distance upper bound derived for non-vanishing flatness factor. Practical distance calculation is derived to incorporate with neural-network-based clustering. Simulation via practical lattice codes illustrates the consistency of the design and shows its potential effectiveness in clustering applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
The architecture development of a complex, multidisciplinary (e.g. aerospace) system requires a top-down procedure starting from stakeholder requirement and conceptual design to hierarchical partitioning for various levels of subsystems [1] . To answer the question whether a system decomposition at certain level is the right, or at least a good one, system architects should dive down to its next level to see how the details really work, then make decisions on how to cluster modules to form suitable logical architecture [2] . The clustering process rearranges system entities, such as elements in a design structure matrix (DSM) [3] , [4] , into groups according to their degree of similarity.
Generalizing this to the domain of pattern recognition, we are presented with any type of data with the question of grouping objects together by determining their similarities, which are defined with respect to pictures, music, text, programs, genomes, natural languages, and so on. The various The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Victor Sanchez. types of data, which are usually divided into two categories, discrete and continuous, form mixed datasets and raise challenges for clustering tasks in practice [5] . The traditional similarity measure is, for example, the Hamming distance for discrete data and the Euclidean distance for continuous data. But when these measures are applied to mixed datasets, it is not clear whether the scales of the distance measures are the same so that there is no unified way to justify whether the clustering for different types of data is unambiguous [5] .
One major route to solve this problem is to apply machine learning techniques to automatically learn the data features before performing clustering. Subspace learning and clustering such as in [6] perform dimension reduction and instead of removing errors from the input space which requires prior knowledge of the errors, [6] removes errors from the projection space which reduces complexity and does not suffer from the limitation of error structure estimation. Alternative dimension reduction with compression by using the minimum description length principle [7] is developed in [8] with limited types of feature dependencies. Correlation among data features has also been studied to created subspaces [9] .
In addition, neural network-based clustering as in the traditional self-organizing maps (SOM) [10] uses a neural network to nonlinearly project a high-dimensional dataset onto a low dimensional feature space. More abstracted features are represented in higher (deeper) level neurons in a generalized SOM model in [11] . Clustering with deep learning approaches aims at jointly minimizing the reconstruction loss and the clustering loss [12] . An autoencoder (AE) is equipped with an encoder mapping function to be trained and a decoder to reconstruct the original data from the encoded features. Structured autoencoder is developed in [13] which preserves both local and global structures, serving as a promising deep subspace clustering approach. To improve the robustness of the deep network, noise can be added to the AE input [14] as well as the input of each layer [15] . Powerful deep generative learning frameworks such as variational autoencoder (VAE) and generative adversarial network (GAN) have also been applied for clustering with the bonus of uncovering underlying data structure [12] . VAE, as a generative variant of AE, can further be combined with mixed feature distribution to generate samples before encoding and clustering [16] . The GAN framework adds an adversarial objective while the discriminative network computes whether a sample is a real one or a generated one [17] .
However, although machine learning techniques, especially deep network models significantly boost clustering performance, there is limited theoretical analysis explaining why it works and how to further improve the performance [12] . Thus, it is valuable to explore a generalized framework to model the inner mechanism of the clustering process for a mixed dataset containing both discrete and continuous data.
Rather than the feature extraction techniques discussed above, clustering based on non-feature similarities aims at capturing, in a single metric, every effective distance including Hamming distance, Euclidean distance, edit distances, alignment distance, etc. This metric should be universal that it should work in every domain equally and simultaneously. It can extract more intrinsic information and detect all similarities in and among objects. This is essentially the idea of absolute information measurement for an object based on Kolmogorov complexity, which is defined as the shortest computer program that computes the object, prints it and then halts [21] . It can be regarded as representing the smallest quantity of information required to reproduce an object by any reliable procedure. This is much more precise compared to the Shannon information theory in the sense that it does not require explicitly defining the generating source or executing a large number of trials [21] . Moreover, many theorems in Kolmogorov complexity are analogous with those in classical information theory, but in somewhat stronger form.
Based on this, the concept of information distance between two objects X and Y is defined as the length of the shortest program that converts X to Y and Y to X [22] . Hence if two objects (of whatever type) are similar according to a particular feature described by a particular distance measure, then they are also similar in the sense of the information distance. However, this definition is based on the notion of Kolmogorov complexity, which is non-computable in the Turing sense.
If we consider a computer as a general form of a data compressor/decompressor, the description program can be used to exhibit the object described after a finite amount of computation. The shortest computer program can thus be regarded as a universal source code. Finding the shortest program is equivalent to finding this code to compress the object. Following this idea, the notion of compression distance has been introduced to approximate the incomputable Kolmogorov-complexity-based information distance with a real-world compressor [23] . This applies compression techniques to the classification/clustering process for discovering and learning patterns in various domains. This method is general and requires no background knowledge about any particular subject area; and is proved to be an effective parameter-free, feature-free data mining method. Its applications include, but not limited to building language trees [24] , [25] , clustering music files [26] , classifying text files [27] , analyzing network traffic and clustering computer worms and viruses [28] .
The information and compression distance mentioned above are for discrete data only, which is not applicable to continuous objects such as images and videos. The work of [29] brings distortion into the information distance and express it using lossy source encoding rate. The same problem of computability arises as in the lossless case, where one should apply certain compressor for the distance to be computable in the lossy case.
We aim at finding a unified framework connecting information distance in the lossy case with its practical compression realization with distortion. Theoretically it was shown in [30] that it is possible to minimize the average compression error by using high-dimensional lattice compressors. Lattices, as discrete entities in the analog world, nicely bridges the gap between information theory and practical constructive code design [31] . Thus it is a good candidate to implement the information distance with lossy compressor. In addition, recent two decades saw lattices developed as a powerful tool in the communication and information community [32] , within which the lattice compression schemes are comprehensively studied [33] , [34] .
Comparing machine learning-enabled, especially neural network-based clustering with the theoretically unified lossless and lossy compression distance-based schemes, we aim at combining the advantages of these two. Our contribution in this paper are as follows.
• We consider mixed dataset clustering problem and make the theoretical framework of information distance complete by extending the compression distance calculation to the lossy case. We improve the dimension reduction plus feature extraction procedure of the neural network-based method by computing the distance directly after the dimension reduction is finished. This measures the data similarity closer to the information distance compared to distance calculation and clustering in the projection space.
• We develop a scheme to incorporate the compression distance-based clustering with the state-of-the-art deep generative learning framework. To perform clustering with sample generation and at the same time, make the distance from object X to Y agrees with that from Y to X (i.e. complete overlap [22] ), we modify the Wyner-Ziv side information scheme to adapt to the generative adversarial network. This guarantees unbiased distance calculation and accuracy of sample generation.
• Compression distance framework for continuous data is designed based on the nested lattices with theoretical limit derived. Lattice flatness factor is introduced to the scheme for evaluating the distance calculation performance. An upper bound for non-vanishing flatness factors is also given. The precision of the compression distance in the lossy case compared to the information distance is investigated.
• We design various techniques to make the proposed method indeed realizable when combining with neural networks. Dithering is utilized in the nested-lattice compression distance calculation to make the scheme more robust when it is used in deep networks. Practical distance calculation is derived and implemented with low complexity. Simulation-based analysis shows its effectiveness, making the designed scheme indeed realizable for various applications.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. INFORMATION AND COMPRESSION DISTANCE
The Kolmogorov complexity of an object
given another object X = {X i } ∞ i=1 is the length of the shortest binary program, for a reference universal prefix Turing machine [22] , that inputs X outputs Y and denoted as K (Y |X).
Definition 1 (Information Distance): Define information distance ID between X and Y as
The computability of the information distance is facilitated by the compression distance. Let the compressed version of an object X has length L(X), which is also known as the compression rate. The compression distance is given as follows.
Definition 2 (Compression Distance in General): In compression practice, ID(X, Y ) can be approximated [23] within logarithmic additive precision, by
where L(X|Y ) and L(Y |X) are the compression rates of X given Y and Y given X, respectively. L(XY ) is the rate of jointly compressing X and Y .
The compression distance between X and Y can be explained as the improvement between the compression of Y using X as known information, and the compression of Y from scratch. The two sets of data are deemed close if one can be significantly compressed and reproduced given the information of the other. This idea is analogous to the problem of source coding with side information at the decoder, which is a special case of the classic Slepian-Wolf problem [21] .
The above approximation performs well when applying compression programs on discrete datasets as shown in [23] . We next extend this to the lossy case, i.e. for continuous dataset, before which the definition of a lossy compressor is given.
Definition 3 (Lossy Compressor): A lossy compressor is an encoder mapping into a set of finite strings over alphabet {0, 1}, such than the resulting code is a prefix code. There is a decompressor that reconstructs the source message from the encoded message with acceptable distortion level D. The compression rate, i.e. the codeword length of a compressed message is a function of D, defined as R(D) : → N , where N is the set of nonnegative integers.
Corollary 1 (CD Approximation in the Lossy Case): Let X and Y be real-valued random processes with elements independent and identically distributed. Let R X|Y (D) and R Y |X (D) denote the lossy compression rate of X given Y and Y given X, respectively. Let R XY (D) denote the lossy rate of jointly compressing X and Y . Then the compression distance of X and Y in the lossy case is given as
The first equality holds from the second theorem and the examples followed in [29] . And
Then the second equality follows from the compression approximation of Kolmogorov complexity in [23] .
Similar to the lossless case, the lossy compression distance is analogous to the idea of the Wyner-Ziv source coding, which was solved in [35] for the binary case and in [36] for the general case. It is known that a source Y is encoded knowing that a correlated signal X is available at the decoder but not at the encoder. In the continuous case, it was shown in [36] that if X and Y are jointly Gaussian with squared error distortion measure, then the Wyner-Ziv distortion function is
It is worth noting that in this case the Wyner-Ziv distortion function coincides with the conditional rate distortion function, i.e., R WZ (D) = R Y |X (D). Lossy compression distance calculation based on the Wyner-Ziv scheme will be presented in the next section.
B. LATTICE, NESTED LATTICES AND FLATNESS FACTOR
For a set of n basis vectors {m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n }, an n-dimensional lattice is composed of all integral combinations of the basis vectors:
. . , m n ] is the generator matrix and Z = {0, ±1, ±2, . . .}. The nearest-neighbor quantizer associated with is Q (x) = arg min λ∈ |x−λ|. The basic Voronoi cell of , defined by V = {x : Q (x) = 0}, specifies the nearest-neighbor decoding region. Important quantities for V include the cell volume V = V dx and the second moment
is nested in the sense of C ⊂ F . We also define V C /V F as the nesting ratio with V F and V C the cell volumes of the fine and the coarse lattices, respectively.
The theta series of (see [31] ) is defined as
where q = e jπz (imaginary part I(z) > 0). Letting z be purely imaginary and assuming τ = I(z) > 0, we can alternatively express the theta series as
Lattice Gaussian distribution is applied in our lattice-based compression distance calculation in the rate-distortion sense with X and Y quadratic Gaussian. For σ > 0 and c ∈ R n , we define the Gaussian distribution of variance σ 2 centered at c ∈ R n as
for all x ∈ R n . Write f σ (x) = f σ,0 (x) for convenience. Consider the -periodic function (as a normalizer in later discussion):
for all x ∈ R n . Define discrete Gaussian distribution over centered at c ∈ R n as the following discrete distribution taking values in λ ∈ :
since f σ, (c) = λ∈ f σ,c (λ). Again write D ,σ = D ,σ,0 for convenience. Flatness factor of a lattice quantifies the maximum variation of f σ, (x) for x ∈ R n . Its definition and expression using theta series are given in [37] . The expression is given as follows.
Lemma 1 (Expression of Flatness Factor, [37] Proposition 2): For a lattice and for a parameter σ , the flatness factor is expressed as
When the flatness factor of the coarse lattice is small, a discrete Gaussian distribution over the fine lattice results in almost uniformly distributed cosets (see [38] , Corollary 2.7 and [37], Lemma 5). Hence we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2 ( [37] , [38] , Implicit): Let C ∈ F be n-dimensional nested lattice pair where F and C are fine and coarse lattices, respectively. Then for any C (σ ) ∈ (0, 1 2 ), any σ > 0 and any c ∈ R n , the probability distribution
Different from the classic ''random binning'' technique [21] , a structured encoding/decoding solution using nested lattices was given in [33] . Rate-distortion function is achieved using relative cosets of nested lattice codes. In nested-lattice Wyner-Ziv scheme, a ''bin'' has explicit meaning which is equivalent to a coset of F relative to C [34] . Unlike random bins, all such cosets are identical in size and average distortion. This makes nested lattice scheme suitable for practical Wyner-Ziv source code design [39] , [40] and thus a good candidate for our compression-based distance calculation.
III. COMPRESSION DISTANCE WITH NESTED LATTICE SCHEME A. COMPRESSION DISTANCE IN THE LOSSY CASES
A GAN-based deep clustering scheme is shown in Fig. 1 which gives the iterative processing and information streams within a representing GAN realization. The generative network (G) tries to map a projection space message to the data space and functions as a decoder (Dec). The discriminative network (D) tries to distinguish whether a sample is a real input or one generated by the generative network. It also works as an encoder (Enc) to transfer data into a projection space and perform clustering therein.
To incorporate the GAN framework with the compression distance calculation, we modify the standard GAN by adding a preprocessor before the discriminative network, where the network output directly the compression distance between input data. This modification aims at comparing the similarities as close to the original data as possible rather than comparing the projected feature which may leads to deviation from the real data characteristics. In addition, like the idea of correlation clustering [9] , this framework can be used to perform post-clustering processing for similar objects, e.g. correlated datasets, by providing quantitative measure of their similarities. This will be made clear in subsequent sections.
Furthermore, as reliable sample generation and unbiased distance calculation should equally be realized in our framework, we switch between alternative datasets (here denoted X and Y ). On one hand, this guarantees that the distance calculation from X to Y and from Y to X realize complete overlap within two iterations of the network procedure, while after this the network may be presented with datasets other than X and Y . On the other hand, to provide the generative network with varied data distribution, projection space distances (here S Y and S X ) also serve as input to the generator which take pre-specified distributions. Please also note the compression distance for mixed dataset is computable for both discrete and continuous data, provided that the compression distance calculation for continuous data is achievable, which will be made clear in the following of this paper. In this way, we formalize a unified clustering method by calculating the compression distance of mixed datasets in the GAN framework. Meanwhile, theoretical insight regarding to whether the distance captures the real similarities of the original datasets can be interpreted.
To make the distance calculation concrete and realizable, we next set up a computable scheme of the lossy information distance in [29] by relating it to practical Wyner-Ziv source coding schemes. Our compression distance calculation scheme for continuous dataset (the lossy case) is illustrated in Fig. 2 . To obtain the compression rate of computing Y from X, L(Y |X), one feeds X into a preprocessor followed by a compressor as in Fig. 2(a) , which outputs the encoded message S Y as the shortest binary program. If Y can be recovered at a fidelity level D after passing the decompressor, with the help of X as the side information, then the compression distance from X to Y , L(Y |X), is the length of S Y . If one can obtain a significantly compressed message S Y , then X and Y are deemed closer to each other.
The compression rate of computing X from Y , L(X|Y ), is calculated in a similar fashion as in Fig. 2(b) . The compression distance CD(X, Y ) between X and Y is the maximum of the two compression rates.
One can identify that the compression distance in the lossy case is defined as the maximum of the rate-distortion of computing from X to Y and from Y to X. This is analogous to the theoretical case where the Kolmogorov complexity of the two opposite directions are asymmetric [22] . This suggests investigating how much of the information to compute X from Y is overlapped with that of computing Y from X. To achieve complete overlap in the lossless case, [22] proves the existence of a string d to be concatenated to the string with lower Kolmogorov complexity and constructs d in some simple cases. Next we give an example of the completely overlapped compression distance in the lossy case to make our discussion complete.
Example 1: An independent random process N is used to realize complete overlap of X and Y related by Y = X + N, as shown in Fig. 3 . The process of going from X to Y is broken into two stages. First, add N to X; then use the compression distance calculation scheme to obtain S X+N , the length of which is the distance from X to Y upon successful decompression. In the reverse direction, first use the compressor to obtain S Y , then erase N from the successfully decompressed Y . Then the length of S Y is equal to the one of the forward direction, thus achieving complete overlap.
B. COMPRESSION DISTANCE BASED ON NESTED-LATTICE WYNER-ZIV CODING
Let X and Y be related with the expression Y = X + N where N is independent of X. The distance calculation based on the nested lattice compression scheme is shown in Fig. 4 . The works in [14] and [15] suggest adding a noise term to the input data to improve the robustness when the data goes through the deep network. In lattice quantization this is known as ''dithering'' which guarantees a desired distortion level and is independent of the source statistics [34] . Here a uniform dither U and an optimum estimation coefficient α are employed which are defined similar as in [33] . The procedure of computing the distance of Y from X is described as follows; the one computing X from Y works similarly.
• Preprocessor: adds independent random process N to X. • Nested lattice compressor: scale and dither the preprocessed object to obtain α(X + N) + U, followed by quantization to the fine lattice F and modular operation with the coarse lattice C , resulting in the encoded message
It is known that neural network-based clustering schemes such as autoencoders, VAEs and GANs should all give good representations which retain a sufficient amount information about their inputs [13] , [16] , [17] . The mutual information between input and the hidden representation should be maximized while minimizing the reconstruction error [14] . This should equally be satisfied in our clustering scheme with nested-lattice compression. The theorem below shows that in quadratic Gaussian case, when the nested-lattice-based compression scheme is used to generate the shortest binary program, the mutual information is lower-bounded and the compression distance approaches the Wyner-Ziv rate distortion function for small flatness factors of the coarse lattice.
Theorem 1: Let X and Y be quadratic Gaussian with expression Y = X + N where N is Gaussian with variance σ 2 N . Let ρ be the correlation coefficient between X and Y . Suppose S Y and S X be the output of the nested lattice compression scheme of Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) , respectively. Then with squared error distortion measure D, the conditional mutual information is bounded by
where C (σ ) is the flatness factor of the coarse lattice with second moment σ 2 . When C (σ ) is small, the above bound approaches the rate-distortion function and the compression distance is given as
Proof: For the case D > σ 2 N , X and Y can be estimated from each other so the distance is 0. For the other case, it follows from Theorem 2 of [29] that, the compression distance CD(X, Y ) satisfies:
Similar reasoning as in the proof of Corollary 1 of [29] gives that
We also have
According to Lemma 2, the mixed joint density of X and S Y is expressed as
Let
According to a standard inequality ( [41] , Theorem 8.3.8),
Then
Hence
which gives the bound (1) . Similarly,
which proves the bound (2) .When the flatness factor of C is asymptotically small to zero, it follows from (5) that
From (4) and
it implies the result in (3).
If we loose the assumption to allow that the coarse lattice flatness factor is not small, the compression distance is bounded as shown in the following corollary.
Corollary 2: For non-vanishing flatness factor C (σ ) of the coarse lattice C with second moment σ , the compression distance of Theorem 1 is bounded by Investigating the meaning of the flatness factor for source coding, it is known that for good decoding one looks for the minimization of C (σ ), i.e. for optimal decoding performance one should avoid flatness of the given lattice. Thus, for large C (σ ), the coarse lattice is not the optimal one for the decompressor and requires higher transmission rate to achieve reliable decoding with certain distortion D. This higher rate facilitates longer compression distance with larger flatness factor. From the relations derived above, the compression distance in this case when C (σ ) is not small is larger than the CD with vanishing C (σ ) and upper bounded by 4 C (σ ) ), hence the corollary.
C. APPROXIMATE CALCULATION
It can be seen that the distortion measure D serves as a tuning parameter to measure the goodness of reconstruction. This facilitates a flexible control mechanism to assess the compression loss when data goes through the deep network [17] . Distance calculation can be performed in accordance with various criteria regarding D. To utilize this controlling mechanism and make the compression distance computable in neural network-based clustering, we next present a distance calculation using the approximate expression given in Corollary 1 and show its relation to Theorem 1.
Corollary 3 (Quadratic Gaussian approximation): For X and Y as defined in Theorem 1, the compression distance can be expressed using the approximation in Corollary 1 as
Proof: From the entropy of two-dimensional Gaussian variables, the distance can be expressed as
The value of D is divided into four ranges with boundaries σ 2 Y , σ 2 X and σ 2 N σ 2 X , where only the lowest range 0 < D < σ 2 N σ 2 X gives a non-zero distance value. Then one can verify that the corollary indeed holds through routine calculation.
Remark 1: It can be seen that this approximation coincides with the distance calculation in Theorem 1 when the flatness factor vanishes but with different distortion conditions. It is interesting to see that σ 2 N σ 2 X is greater than the original σ 2 N in Theorem 1 if σ 2 X is greater than one; and less than the original boundary otherwise. This implies that for smaller variance of X (and Y ), there are more non-zero distances calculated as zero with this approximation. This means that in the lossy case, the compression distance calculation in Corollary 1 is limited in precision, while small variances deviate the distance value from the original calculation.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We first simulate for the quadratic Gaussian case as in Theorem 1, the upper bound of Corollary 2 for non-vanishing coarse lattice flatness factors. According to Lemma 1, the flatness factor depends on the lattice volume and variance, where the former is relevant to the scale of the lattice. We represent this as the lattice scaling factor [40] , together with the variance, to determine the optimal flatness factor for the upper bound calculation. The upper bounds (UB) for σ equals to 0.1, 0.08 and 0.06 using the scaled Z 1 lattices [31] are shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that the distance bounds decline as the variances go down, while to realize the same distance level, variance gap of 0.02 results in 6 dB in the distortion measure.
Compression distances are then simulated using practical nested Z 1 lattice Wyner-Ziv coding schemes as illustrated in Fig. 4 . For a particular nesting ratio (which corresponds to certain compression distance), there is an optimal lattice scaling factor to give the lowest distortion level [42] . Then for certain distortion level, the compression rate (i.e., distance) should be identified as the lowest one from all those distances with various scaling factor selections. Furthermore, the optimal scaling factor choices in our practical design is identical with the ones from the upper bound calculation, proving the theoretical and practical consistency of the procedure based on the scaling factor. The tightness of the upper bounds for the three variance choices show that the modeling is indeed effective. The above results are also compared with their corresponding theoretical limits as in Fig. 5 , calculated using Theorem 1. The compression distance approximation derived in Corollary 1 is simulated as in Fig. 6 . Our analysis shows that rather than a smooth curve as in the theoretical limit, the approximation gives a sharp decline to zero while the distortion approaches σ 2 N . The closeness of the turning points to σ 2 N is determined by σ 2 X . The results illustrate that the approximation calculation is closer to the theoretical one for σ X closer to one; and underestimates the distance for large distortion levels.
V. CONCLUSION
We considered mixed data clustering and integrated the neural network-based solution with the theoretical framework of information distance. We developed compression distance schemes for continuous dataset and calculated the distance by means of the nested lattice source coding method. After giving preliminaries of distance metrics and lattices, a modified GAN framework was presented to integrate the compression distance calculation together with sample generation. Then, the lossy compression distance definition and calculation method based on the Wyner-Ziv problem were given followed by unbiased distance calculation which was facilitated by the complete overlap criteria. Distance calculation scheme with nested lattice coding were developed and theoretical limit was given. We also gave an upper bound for non-vanishing flatness factors and an approximate calculation. Simulation results show that the upper bound is tight with proper selection of the lattice scaling factor; and the lattice-coding-based scheme is effective in the distance calculation. This gives a distortion-controllable solution which makes the compression distance computable in neural network-based clustering.
